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About This Game

Having evolved from the Dungeons and Dragons table and refined for over a decade, The Great Gaias is a story-driven RPG
that tells a compelling tale adapted from an original campaign setting and reimagined as the beloved classic genre.

Story:

A mysterious contract from the royal family sparks the interest of an organized band of sellswords. What seems like a normal
job quickly spirals into a whirlwind of betrayal and tragedy, thrusting a young rogue and his unlikely companions into the

middle of an ancient prophecy.

Rumors of long forgotten creatures, lost magic and a cult devoted to a dark god signify the coming of a new age. With petty
feuds and corrupted politicians dividing the unity of the great nations, a blind eye is turned to the true evil about to descend

upon the land.

Features:

60+ Hour Main Storyline

17 Playable Characters
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200 abilities to learn

Hundreds of unique enemies

In Depth Crafting System

Build Your Own City

A Multitude of Hidden Bosses

Challenging Dungeons

Multiple Endings
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Title: The Great Gaias
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Horizon's End, Inc.
Publisher:
Horizon's End, Inc.
Release Date: 22 Jun, 2018
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Very fun and addicting!. 1.2h, exhausted all options, multiple 'endings' that are really just degrees of sucess along a single
'route', very very tame (but cute) art, no ecchi, overall a let down. The software is solid, works well, supports most VN features
(gfx options, gallery, scrolling back, skipping, etc.) This feels like the type of product that should be given for free to promote
another, real, paid-for game. It's cute, worth the time to play it, but probably not worth paying for (maybe a buck?).. crappy
game NO PEOPLE PLAYINGGGGGGH NO TUTORIAL, HOW DO I PLAY THISS???@?? VIKINGS?? LOOKS AS IF IT
WAS LAGGING BUT DOESNT BAD FRAMERATE, GIVE ME STEAM CARDS OMG. Beat my chest like funny monkey
doe.. Interesting atmosphere but not much gameplay. Worth getting it for nostalgia's sake.
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Well, there's no one online and after doing the tutorial I still had no idea what to do.

I really suggest not buying this game unless it's so so cheap that lots of people will buy it and it'll be active for a few days after
that.. Fantastically fantastic adventure game. What's not to love.. This is a puzzle game with some light hentai CGs. It launched
before Hentai AHEGAO and it's better. How could that be? Impressive.

This game works fine. The CGs are not that wonderful, but it's a cheap game. I recommend for hentai puzzle collectors.. I
impulse bought this game for like 2 bucks because it said on the wiki Niko from Oneshot was a playable character. I couldn't
find out how true this was because there wasn't much info out there, so I assumed the game was not known well enough, and
bought it. Immediately, what stood out about the game was the poorly designed UI and how most of the characters displayed
werent even playable and would never be because the game was cancelled. And of course, Niko wasn't even displayed. The
game is just a grave of a project that never came to be.

I was then curious as to why this game got cancelled. If not for being cancelled, it probably would have become a really cool
fighting game that everyone can play casually with friends. So that got me thinking quite a bit. Was it cancelled due to not
having enough resources? Ran out of funds? Developers passing? No. They cancelled the game because they didn't have enough
motivation.

When you are selling a product, motivation shouldn't be a factor. You were paid to make a product, and you have to make that
commitment. Instead, they backed off and shut down the whole thing. I can only imagine how devastating this must have been
to the fans of the game who put their hopes and money into this project, only to have it die before any good game was made out
of it.

But devs, if you end up reading this, please continue development. It would make more people happier than you know, and you
would get some good money out of it. Not to mention, it could fix your brand's image. I would personally love to see this game
completed. It is too good of a concept to waste. Take your time if you have to. But as for now, I'm refunding so I can buy a
different $2 game.. There's less actual moving about in this game than any other I've played , yet this is the only game that's
almost had me falling over. It's a very real sense of motion and a lot of fun, even if I have no idea what I'm doing.. would be
nice if more ppl played, but so far its empty. Harambe's revenge. 10/10 would make this Ape escape again anytime..
abandonware. I want to give this a good review, but there is too many issues with this. You find a beat you like to try to use it
for your own song, boom taken down unable to use it anymore and every progress you had on that song gone. If you want to
make music you are forced to make it from 100% scratch. If you are looking for loops or even a better software I rather get a
mac for garage band as it offers much more features and I believe it is for free.. I love to fly this is it for me

1.0.5.0 Update:
In this update, I've added a new mode Realism and kept the original mode Classic as a separate one. Since the Classic mode was
using my own custom physics and continuous track generation, I wasn't able to do most of the suggestions I was receiving. But
now, with the new mode I've added more realistic physics with chunk-based track generation which gives me more freedom in
adding more features.

 Added a new mode (Realism) containing more realistic physics, completely different chunk-based track generation and
a new city environment

 Added a new traffic car

 Increased the amount of traffic cars

 Tweaked/improved the rain effects and graphics

 Graphics optimizations

 More bug fixes and small tweaks
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. Servers are going live in 10 minutes!:

Servers are going live in 10 minutes! We invite you to share your gameplay clips and videos on social media! The best clips will
be showcased in the first official Closed Alpha Gameplay Trailer!. Lin's Market Survey 2018/06/08:
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Hello guys, we are preparing for Crowdfunding.
We use "WeBackers" in Taiwan.
And we are preparing on "Kickstarter" too.
But if you could read Chinese.
You can fill the questionnaire for us this time.
Some of your suggestions will be our good reference direction. 

Facebook fan page：
https://www.facebook.com/Echo2010.ourvoice/photos/a.517668048398457.1073741828.494818850683377/104004653616060
3/?type=3&theater. v1.0.7.0 Non-VR update:
Changes:

Added support for playing without VR

Added (optional) reflections

Optimized the Classic mode

Classic: Improved collisions

Bunch of various tweaks (including drifting, visuals, etc)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WQK-oMi0lBA. v1.5.0.1:
A quick update adding some more environment stuff.

Changes:
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Added hills

Added another layer on hills

Added water (lakes)

Added wind turbines

Hitting a beat now gives more (20) points

. OVIVO Patch 1.0.2 + Release Linux version:

- Fixed bug with wrong speed scale at first level when the main character gets into a hint ring
- Improved music and sfx volume tuning
- Minor bug fixes and graphical improvements. Great Gaias Wiki:
The world of The Great Gaias is vast, spanning over a ten-thousand year timeline with hundreds of important characters and
interesting places to explore. With so much to keep track of, it is in the best interest of the community to have a hub of
information that can be available to everyone, but we need your help!

We are pleased to announce that our friends at Gamepedia (Curse.com) have helped us by starting the official wiki for the Great
Gaias! The wiki will be open, and available to the public to add content and edit. Please feel free to populate it with data to
share with the world!

This is a call to arms, Warriors of Old. It is time to write your own epic tales of adventure in The Great Gaias. The Grand
Historian would be proud.

The wiki can be found here:
https://thegreatgaias.gamepedia.com/The_Great_Gaias_Wiki
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